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Aranya'ka1 tells us, " The Immortal is veiled by the (empirical) reality,^
or, as the Bhagwat G-tta2 puts it. Knowledge is veiled by Nescience,
and thereby men are deluded.
It is thifi suJcta which, according to Gough, contains the
germ of the doctrine of Mdyd—a doctrine  which, plays an
important part in the philosophy of the Advaita. The One, the
sole Reality, winch. has always lain hidden in an inexplicable
principle of Unreality, permeates and vitalises all things through.
the agency of that Unreality. This is Oosmical Illusion—Mdyd
or Avidyd. The doctrine of Mdyd is thus not a later graft upon
the old Veddnta philosophy as supposed by Colebrooke and Mas
Muller.3
It is interesting to note in. this connection a passage in Eig4 Veda
in which it is intimated that India is the only real object of adoration
to wliomsoever any hymn may be nominally addressed, whether to
Agni, Vishnu, or Eudra; for it is Indra, who by the power of his
Mdyd assumes various forms and proceeds to his worshippers in
multiform manifestations; the horses yoked to Ms car are a
thousand.
Coming now to the words sat and asat, as they were used in the most
ancient times, it is quite clear that the One Supreme Principle or
Being was not called sat. It was perhaps deemed to be beyond both
of them, or, what is more probable, it came in the category of asat,
as meaning an mconiprehensible and invisible Being from which the
Universe arose.5
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